
Adora Winquist, founder of The Soul Institute,
is Guiding Millions to find Fulfillment,
Emotional Balance and Harmony

Winquist has transitioned from Adoratherapy's line of

chakra balancing oil blends to her life's work of elevating

individuals to embody their soul purpose.

NEW YORK, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, February 2, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Adora Winquist

“My true passion is to

support people to live their

most harmonious, healthy,

vibrant life. That is what I

have created with The Soul

Institute".”

Adora Winquist

is a visionary in the dawning arena of Quantum Alchemy, a

transformative evolutionary path for self-mastery that

facilitates healing at the DNA level. She has intertwined

esoteric philosophy, psychospiritual dynamics, essential

oil, and energy medicine through her 20+ years as a

facilitator, formulator, and educator. As the creator and

founder of Adoratherapy brand she formulated numerous

internationally recognized blends of chakra-balancing oils,

energy-clearing sprays, and messages of self-love and

positive affirmations. 

The natural products business was an extension of her healing work and mission to share

personal growth principles and practices. Its great success in the market, as well as the media,

with hyper-growth, cemented Adora's role as an international healer, healer, and visionary. This

month, Adora officially exited Adoratherapy as she expanded her life purpose of guiding

individuals through The Soul Institute for Quantum Living. Adora will touch millions of people's

lives to help them through transformation and clear a path for their most loving, harmonious,

and healthy relationships to unfold.

“My true passion is to support people to live their most harmonious, healthy, vibrant life,” says

Winquist, author of “Detox, Nourish, Activate: Plant and Vibrational Medicine for Energy, Mood,

and Love.” “That is what I have created with The Soul Institute, the marriage of healing practices

and mindset strategies, understanding core patterns and how they relate to the past, present,

and future, all to encourage people to release that which no longer serves them and realize their

deepest dreams and greatest goals. It is where my journey has taken me — to help others in a

deep and meaningful way.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://thesoulinstitute.co/


Adora Winquist, Master Healer

The Soul Institute:

The Soul Institute is a co-creative educational platform

that offers divine knowledge and ancient alchemical

healing traditions for a modern, evolving world. This

community is open to seekers at all levels of spiritual

awakening and inclusive of all those committed to

walking the path of self-mastery.

Adora believes every person has a unique gift that can

contribute to the greater good of all first by transforming

themselves. They can then claim their greatness and

deeper fulfillment in life by releasing the limiting beliefs,

thoughts, and emotions that no longer serve them. This

healing journey involves steps to leave behind painful

cycles of triggers and stress responses, sharing healing

practices such as guided meditation and vibrational

medicine, the use of essential oils  and so much more. 

The Love Frequency is The Soul Institute’s signature

immersive program for aspiring sacred leaders in

modern times. This transformational experience will

inspire individuals to grow a sacred intention to live in co-creation with the Divine to live, love,

and lead in alignment with your heart frequency, including but not limited to:

Greater joy and emotional resilience. 

Deeper intimacy in your relationships.

Authentic expression of your true self.

Fundamental principles for becoming a spiritual leader.

Join Adora for The Love Frequency at www.modernalchemist.org. To learn more about The Soul

Institute, visit thesoulinstitute.co. 

# # #

About Adora Winquist:

Adora Winquist is the founder of The Soul Institute for Quantum Living. She is an expert in the

fields of essential oils and vibrational medicine, and a visionary in the nascent arena of Quantum

Alchemy. Adora is the co-author of “Detox Nourish Activate: Plant & Vibrational Medicine for

Energy, Mood, and Love” (named one of the Most Notable Books of 2021 by Spy magazine). 

Adora intertwines the divine knowledge and ancient wisdom of esoteric philosophy, psycho-

spiritual dynamics, essential oils, and energy medicine through her twenty-five-plus years as a

facilitator, educator, formulator, and entrepreneur. 

http://www.modernalchemist.org


Adora is currently planting seeds for her latest endeavor, Opus Gaia, a nonprofit organization

dedicated to humanitarian outreach in the areas of essential oils R & D, holistic education, and

entrepreneurship.
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